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Visual Exploration of Emotion Feelings Comparison in Tweet Data
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Abstract
Twitter (renamed as X) is one of the popular social media platforms where people share news or reactions towards an event or
topic using short text messages called "tweets". Emotion analysis in these tweets can play a vital role in understanding peoples’
feelings towards the underlying event or topic. In this work, we present our visual analytics tool, called TECVis, that focuses on
providing comparison views of peoples’ emotion feelings in tweets towards an event or topic. The comparison is done based on
geolocations or timestamps. TECVis provides several interaction and filtering options for navigation and better exploration of
underlying tweet data for emotion feelings comparison.

CCS Concepts
• Human-centered computing → Visual analytics; • Computing methodologies → Information extraction;

1. Introduction

The rise of social media platforms (e.g., Facebook, Twitter (X),
Instagram, etc.) has transformed the way we access and dissemi-
nate information. Among these platforms, Twitter (renamed as X),
a microblogging service, has become one of the most influential
platforms.The platform enables users to share their feelings and
news through short text messages called "tweets". These tweets of-
ten come with additional metadata (e.g., user profile, geolocation,
timestamp, etc.) creating a valuable information resource for vari-
ous analytical purposes.

This extensive pool of data at Twitter provides unique opportu-
nities for researchers to uncover patterns and insights that can then
be applied to diverse fields such as marketing, political science,
public health, etc. Targeting this, different visualization tools have
been developed to explore tweet data, e.g., showing the sentimen-
tal analysis of tweets (e.g., [HHM∗16] [HAAE17] [LHW∗15]),
analyzing and exploring tweet data based on the geo-spatial in-
formation (e.g., [GWS17] [MJR∗11] [KWD∗13]), or exploring
topics and analyzing their evolution over time (e.g., [DGWC10]
[HMA21] [ZDWX12]), detecting unexpected events [KRHW12],
building impression of a user [KWS14], stance exploration in so-
cial media [RSK∗17], exploring relationships between the frequent
keywords [HAAE17], classifying the sentiment of tweets [dHH14],
etc. Researchers have also targeted providing visual analytics sup-
port to explore dynamics of conversation over time to analyze
speaker interactions and behavior patterns [EAGA∗16].

One way to better explore tweet data is about comparison of peo-
ples’ reaction towards the same event from different geolocations,
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e.g., their views to COVID-19 pandemic.Targeting this, we devel-
oped a visual analytics tool, called TECVis (Tweets’ Emotions
Comparison Visualizer), that focuses on comparison of peoples’
feelings towards an event or topic using the emotions in tweets
(i.e.: anger, fear, anticipation, trust, surprise, sadness, joy, and
disgust) and sentiment analysis (i.e.: negative, neutral, and posi-
tive). The comparison is done based on geolocations or timestamps,
where users would be able to explore peoples’ feelings towards the
same event or topic from different geolocations or from one times-
tamp to another timestamp. Such comparison visual exploration of
tweet data based on geolocations or timestamps, which is missing
in above-mentioned previous work, would help us analyzing better
public views towards an event or topic.

2. The Dataset

As a proof of concept, we collected the dataset through the Twit-
ter API† using the COVID-19 and related keywords, from the time
period January 2021 to May 2021 based on US geolocations. The
Twitter api access was granted in the academic research mode, ap-
proved by Twitter, to collect and use the data for academic and
research purposes. The final dataset consisted of 574,806 tweets
(only English tweets) from an initial 952,278 collected tweets. We
assigned random ID numbers to make users’ IDs anonymous. We
used the Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK‡) to tokenize the key-
words. We used Valence Aware Dictionary and sEntiment Reasoner
(VADER§) library to get sentiment polarities of tweets (i.e., nega-

† https://developer.twitter.com/en/docs/twitter-api
‡ https://www.nltk.org/
§ https://github.com/cjhutto/vaderSentiment
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FIGURE 23: Tooltip for emotion

FIGURE 24: Tooltip for a state

Figure 1: TECVis overview with COVID-19 dataset. The middle
dot plots show eight emotion feelings’ average scores associated to
each geolocation, a US state in this view. The left-side horizontal
bars, associated to geolocation, show tweets’ count and their sen-
timent polarities. The right-side panel provides filtering options.

tive, neutral, and positive) and their confidence scores. We used
NRC Emotion Lexicon library¶ to get emotions for each tweet.
The library provides eight basic emotions, as mentioned earlier, to
the given text with association scores ranging from 0 to 1.

3. TECVis: Tweets’ Emotions Comparison Visualizer

TECVis is a web-based tool where the client-side was developed
using HTML, CSS, and JavaScript, D3.js library, while the server
side was developed using the Node.js. TECVis provides the com-
parison of peoples’ feelings towards an event or topic using the
emotions and sentiment polarities in tweets based on different ge-
olocations and timestamps over a period of time.

Figure 1 shows the overview of the TECVis tool based on ge-
olocations comparison. For showing the eight feelings in emotion
comparison, we use a dot plot where the x-axis is used to display the
average score ranging from 0 to 1 for each feeling. On the y-axis,
all the geolocations (i.e., US states in the current dataset) are listed.
On the dot-plot, each dot represents the average score of each emo-
tion feeling of all the associated tweets for a particular geolocation.
We use different colors for each emotion feeling. We categorize
emotion feelings into positive-feeling category (i.e.: anticipation,
trust, surprise, and joy) and negative-feeling category (i.e.: anger,
fear, sadness, and disgust). On the left-side of each geolocation,
TECVis uses a horizontal bar to show the associated tweets’ count
to this geolocation with associated sentiment polarity distribution
(i.e., red for negative, blue for neutral, and green for positive).

For a side-by-side comparison of two geolocations or times-
tamps (users can click to select these on the main view), TECVis
uses a Tornado chart (Fig. 2.a) and a Radar chart (Fig. 2.b). In the
Tornado chart, each side shows emotion feeling scores of one se-
lected geolocation or timestamp, where the difference between the

¶ https://pypi.org/project/NRCLex/

52Chapter 4. Interactive COVID-19 Tweet Sentiment & Emotion Analysis

Tornado Chart is the incorporation of a gray shading area on the longer
bars to signify the difference in emotion scores between the states. This vi-
sual cue allows users to promptly identify which state exhibits a stronger
association with a specific emotion and evaluate the extent of the differ-
ence. Additionally, the chart includes a mouse-over tooltip function that
equips users with more details when hovering over each bar.

FIGURE 31: Tornado chart

When examining the Tornado Chart presented in Figure 31, users may no-
tice that State MS has a relatively higher score for the emotions of ’anger’
and ’disgust’ compared to State MP, indicating an increased sense of revul-
sion in State MS. Conversely, State MP could show a significantly higher
score for ’trust’ and ’surprise,’ suggesting a more positive emotional cli-
mate in that region. In cases where the gray bar is not visible or very thin,
such as for the emotion of ’fear,’ it implies that both states have nearly
identical scores for a particular emotion, indicating a similar emotional
response across the two regions.

4.2.3.2 Emotion Comparison with Radar Chart

After being inspired by Plutchik’s Wheel, for the second visualization in
the expanded view, I decided to use a Radar Chart, which offers another
visually intuitive way to compare emotions across the two selected states.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: TECVis uses a Tornado chart (a) for the side-by-side
comparison of two geolocations or timestamps and a Radar chart
(b) for comparison using overlapping polygon on a circular grid.

two sides is highlighted using a darker color in the higher score
side. In the Radar chart, each side (geolocation or timestamp) is
represented by a polygon on the circular grid. In this case, the com-
mon values between both sides are highlighted in a darker color,
while the differences are shown in their own colors (see Fig. 2.b).

TECVis provides several interaction, filtering, and navigation
options: Users can navigate from geolocation comparison to times-
tamp comparison and vice versa, e.g., when users select a particular
geolocation then TECVis updates the current view with showing
the geolocation tweet data with comparison perspective of times-
tamps, where users can see the comparison by days, weeks, or
months. TECVis also provides the facility to filter the data based on
selected geolocations (see right-side panel in Fig. 1), timestamps, a
particular emotion feeling, or emotion feeling score (see right-side
panel in Fig. 1).

In the future, we plan to use latest large language model (LLM)
libraries for better analysis of tweet data, as recent advancements
in LLM show better sentiment analysis performance compared to
classical approaches [ZDL∗23]. Then we would conduct user stud-
ies to evaluate the tool, both from explorative perspective and from
common usability aspects. We also intend to open source the tool
so researchers and analysts can use their datasets for exploring dif-
ferent events or topics.
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